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Co-Diagnostics, Inc. (NASDAQ: CODX), a Utah corporation, is a molecular
diagnostics company with a proprietary diagnostic testing technology and development
platform that intends to manufacture and sell reagents used for diagnostic tests that
function via the detection and/or analysis of nucleic acid molecules (DNA or RNA), and
license the use of its platform to other non-competing developers. Using unique
mathematical models instead of relying on costly laboratory infrastructure, the Company
has created a revolutionary new DNA-based testing platform technology that enhances the
speed, accuracy and cost-effectiveness of real-time Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR).
Polymerase chain reaction (''PCR'') is a method of testing a plant, animal, or human
subject to detect the existence of a genetic sequence, such as that belonging to a particular
virus or bacteria, a human gene that predicts a high likelihood of cancer, or a plant gene
that is associated with drought resistance. If the sample tests results are positive, it
indicates that the target genetic material (the sequence of DNA or RNA belonging to the
disease, bacteria, or gene) was present in the sample. The results can assist doctors and
diagnosticians with determining what treatment - if any - a patient requires, or what crops
grow better under different conditions; however, the accuracy of the results depends on
several factors, including the quality of the test, and the capability of the test's design to
understand the nature of the molecules.

Co-Dx™ Applications


Disease Detection



Proactive Screening



Genetic Markers/SNP Detection



Companion Diagnostics



Personalized Medicine



Family & Social Genetics

For More Information:



Blood Bank Screening



Agricultural & Farming Screening

Andrew Benson
801-438-1036



Liquid Biopsy

Avg.
Volume

22.3k

Next-Generation Cancer Diagnosis and Treatment
Liquid Biopsy

Is an advanced yet simple alternative to surgical biopsies, enabling doctors to discover a
range of information about a tumor at any stage through a simple blood sample.
DNA traces of cancer in the blood give clues about which treatments work best for that
patient and track the success of those treatments.

A Powerhouse Combination
Working in tandem, both affordable tests and affordable diagnostic devices will
revolutionize DNA diagnostics, for the first time making accurate detection of genetic
disorders and infectious diseases far less expensive and much more broadly available.
This is made possible by combining proprietary software, patented reagent technologies
and an array of affordable, accurate PCR tests.
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The Co-Diagnostics Difference – It’s in the Math:
Dr. Brent Satterfield invented the Company’s suite of intellectual properties. CODX scientists were the first to
understand the complex mathematics of DNA test design, to “engineer” a DNA test and to automate algorithms that
rapidly screen millions of possible options to pinpoint the optimum design. This bio-engineering approach to DNA
test development is unique to Co-Diagnostics and is based on “cooperative theory,” a new generation of
mathematical analytics created by Dr. Satterfield.
The advanced mathematics of the CoDX Design software predicts how DNA and RNA react under certain
conditions. Proprietary algorithms screen thousands of possible locations on a gene to take the guesswork out of
PCR test design, allowing Co-Diagnostics design associates to quickly and efficiently create highly specific
CoPrimers that can be optimized to run on many PCR diagnostic platforms. Customers can then license and use the
bespoke CoPrimers sets to develop diagnostic products in anticipation of clinical validations; the technology can
also be used by clinical laboratories to design and verify their own laboratory developed tests (''LDTs'').

Co-Dx™ Advantage (watch video here)
 Advanced: Co-Dx™ uses highly advanced mathematics and Co-Dx Design™ software for Windows® to

predict how DNA and RNA will react under certain conditions.
 Accurate: Co-Dx™ products have the potential to virtually eliminate primer dimers (common errors that

occur during DNA amplification) that cause false positives and negatives.
 Inexpensive: Co-Dx™ represents a dramatic new approach to molecular diagnostics, producing tests that are far

less expensive to develop and which the Company believes are ideally suited for development of tests that could
one day be utilized at the point of care anywhere in the world.
 Faster: The Co-Dx™ development test platform shortens the development cycle for the creation of new tests

utilizing Co-Dx Design™ software to weeks instead of months or years, rapidly screening millions of possible
designs to find the optimal design for a specific disorder or disease.
 Genetic Markers: The power of the Co-Dx™ development platform lies in its ability to accurately and

affordably identify genetic markers in DNA and RNA, detecting cancer markers, bacteria or viruses or to find
common genetic disorders. Co-Dx™ is well-suited for labs developing specialized genetic tests.
 Personalized Medicine: A powerhouse combination of affordable, accurate Co-Dx™ tests + a new

generation of portable, or even devices currently being designed and developed by manufacturers of diagnostics
equipment will greatly facilitate personalized medicine for preventive care. The Co-Dx™ platform will
enable healthcare companies and physicians to employ inexpensive molecular analysis to provide a healthcare
roadmap for a patients based on their genetic content.
 Companion Diagnostics: With the escalating costs of drug trials, pharmaceutical companies recognize the

need to create companion diagnostics tests – a diagnostic test partnered with a therapeutic to determine a patient’s
compatibility with a treatment protocol. Co-Dx™ is an ideal partnering platform for the development of companion
diagnostics strategies.

Co-Dx™ Addressable Market and markets sizes For Near Term Tests


TB - $3.18bn WW market size by 2025



STI - $122bn WW market size by 2021



HIV - $2.35bn WW market size by 2021



HBV / HCV - 350 million people



MALARIA - $789m WW market size by 2022



HPV - $511m WW market size by 2020



ZIKA - $4bn WW market size by 2022



PCR - $7bn WW market size by 2026

Co-Dx™ Recent Milestones


CODX has been awarded a patent from the United States Patent and Trademark Office related to the
Company’s flagship CoPrimer™ platform technology.



CODX Received CE Marks for Tuberculosis and Zika Virus Test Kits.



Joint Venture Signed with Synbiotics, a group company of Asence Inc, a U.S. incorporated company
specializing in supplying pharmaceutical products to international markets, broke ground on its
manufacturing facility in India. The Food & Drug Control Administration Gujarat State has approved a 3year license for the manufacturing of six tests for diagnosing the Zika virus (for export only) and
tuberculosis, to be followed by drug-resistant tuberculosis, malaria, dengue, and chikungunya.



CODX products were introduced in several key markets in the Caribbean, including at the 35th annual
International Fair of Havana in Cuba, and meetings with the Ministry of Public Health and Social
Assistance (SESPAS) of the Dominican Republic.



CODX is continuing its ground-breaking research applying its proprietary intellectual property in
multiplexed molecular diagnostic testing. The Company’s ability to multiplex DNA targets and perform
SNP detection has important ramifications for the future growth into the agricultural market, in liquid
biopsy for cancer detection, and blood bank screening.



Strong commercial launch of the CODX Molecular Diagnostics System: To date, the combined
populations of the countries in which we have placed systems represent over 50% of the population of the
Caribbean Basin.



CODX also devoted a substantial amount of effort in developing multiplex test opportunities for the
agricultural market. Research and development activities are yielding very positive results as the
Company’s core intellectual property is enabling materially enhanced multiplexed testing for the
agricultural industry.



R&D initiatives appear to be opening up a much larger opportunity to thousands of potential customers
with a significant interest in the attributes of the Company’s technology in numerous market segments. In
particular the fields of liquid biopsy for cancer detection, blood bank screening and multiplex SNP
detection are areas in which we believe the Company’s technology may be applicable.”

“Our Approach is Different”
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DISCLAIMER
THESE MATERIALS SHALL NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL OR THE SOLICITATION OF
AN OFFER TO BUY ANY SECURITIES, NOR SHALL THERE BE ANY SALE OF SECURITIES IN
ANY JURISDICTIONS IN WHICH SUCH OFFER, SOLICITATION OR SALE WOULD BE UNLAWFUL PRIOR TO REGISTRATION OR QUALIFICATION UNDER THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY
SUCH JURISDICTION.
THESE MATERIALS CONTAINS “FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS.” THESE FORWARDLOOKING STATEMENTS INVOLVE SIGNIFICANT RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES THAT COULD
CAUSE THE ACTUAL RESULTS TO DIFFER MATERIALLY FROM THE EXPECTED RESULTS. ACTUAL RESULTS MAY DIFFER FROM EXPECTATIONS, ESTIMATES, PROJECTIONS, AND, CONSEQUENTLY, YOU SHOULD NOT RELY ON THESE FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS AS PREDICTIONS OF FUTURE EVENTS.
CO-DIAGNOSTICS INC. UNDERTAKES NO OBLIGATION TO UPDATE OR REVISE ANY FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS, WHETHER AS A RESULT OF NEW INFORMATION, FUTURE
EVENTS OR OTHERWISE. IMPORTANT FACTORS, AMONG OTHERS, THAT MAY AFFECT ACTUAL RESULTS INCLUDE: CO-DIAGNOSTICS’ ABILITY TO IMPLEMENT ITS BUSINESS PLAN;
CO-DIAGNOSTICS’ OBTAINING THE NECESSARY FINANCING TO OPERATE ITS BUSINESS;
LOSS OF PERSONNEL; CHANGES IN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS GENERALLY; LEGISLATIVE
AND REGULATORY CHANGES; AND THE DEGREE AND NATURE OF COMPETITION.
CO-DIAGNOSTICS INC. MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY AS TO THE ACCURACY
OR COMPLETENESS OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS "COMPANY PROFILE" OR
"THESE MATERIALS;". THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT INTENDED TO BE ALL-INCLUSIVE OR TO
CONTAIN ALL THE INFORMATION THAT A PERSON MAY DESIRE IN CONSIDERING AN INVESTMENT AND IS NOT INTENDED TO FORM THE BASIS OF ANY INVESTMENT DECISION.
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